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Author
Biography

Janet Savin is a writer who has drawn upon her life in Prague before and
during the Velvet Revolution in an inside story of people who worked within
the Communist system to undermine it and how they hastened the downfall
of the hardline Czechoslovak regime.
She began travelling to the Czech Republic
in 1981 and later earned a degree in Czech
language and civilisation from the Institute
of Eastern Languages and Civilisations in
Paris. She lived in Prague from 1987 to 1992
where she researched theatre and translated
fiction and non-fiction from Czech to English.
Shortly after democracy was re-established in
Czechoslovakia in 1989, Janet continued her
journalistic activity by writing for the Czech
press. She also did a study of the role of theatre
professionals in the Velvet Revolution, published
by Macmillan in Historical Reflections on Central
Europe, 1999. The study included interviews with
over two hundred theatre actors and directors,
environmentalists and Communist officials.
Janet was born in the United States, and has
lived in Europe since the early eighties. She now
makes her home in southern France.
To find out more information about her book,
please visit her website at:

janetsavin.com
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When she graduates from the Juilliard School in 1988, free-spirited Katherine Angelis
balks at family expectations pointing to the rigorous life of the concert circuit. A grant to
study the original of a composition by Dvořák gives her a year off in Prague –a city which
her family fled after the Communist coup d’état four decades earlier.
Far from home, in a culture whose literature, art and music she has cherished since
childhood, Katherine revels in speaking her ‘second language’ and the beauty of Prague.
But her year of quiet reflection is complicated by a love triangle with an activist and a
reclusive cellist. And she readily accepts the opportunity offered by her new Czech friends
to join dangerous covert resistance against a hard-line regime in place since the ‘brotherly
assistance’ of the Warsaw Pact invasion.
As she discovers new purpose translating and smuggling human rights reports out to the
West and blacklisted books in, Katherine feels that opposing the kind of tyranny that has
hurt her family and millions of others is a special kind of music…
In a lyrical and nuanced narrative, Janet Savin dramatizes accelerating protest against a
brutal and desperate regime in one of Europe’s most beautiful old cities. This first of two
volumes draws from her life in Prague during the buildup to the Velvet Revolution and
offers a poignant and richly detailed story of an expatriate family’s longing for their home
land and a young woman’s search for her place in its heritage.
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Chapter
Excerpt
EXCERPT FROM LATIN SECRET

‘You’re very fond of Jarek, aren’t you.’ Saša’s remark has been plaguing her all day.
Katherine was captivated the moment she arrived with Saša. By Jarek. His
mischievous humour gracefully clearing what could have been an awkward hurdle for all
three of them. By the playfulness and ease that captivated her that magical summer. Saša
saw it, and his face hardened, a shield.
The knot of tension that spoiled lunch before the party has returned, squeezing last
night’s happiness out of this dreary Sunday. Katherine goes walking in the cosy lanes of
the left bank, reviving the happiness. Their inside jokes. The Italian menu Jarek prepared,
his promise from that summer. ‘For you, Kačenka. Latin secret.’
It felt like they were alone together. Irena saw it too. So engrossed that Katherine
forgot Irena’s glance the next moment. But now Irena will not be forgotten.
The sadness in her eyes. In this efficient woman who so skilfully navigates the
labyrinths of existence in normalized Prague. Whom Katherine meets tomorrow for human
rights reports to be slipped in the diplomatic pouch… The knot tightens.
Sometimes it’s been Irena’s fault. Working such long hours, away from home for
days. Jarek is lonely. But now, regret and gratitude for Irena’s kindnesses, break that blunt
little weapon in two. Besides, they have a bond themselves. In dispatching reports of
human rights violations abroad, Katherine has become a vital member of Irena’s network.
And her hours and days taking new ground for subversive studio theatres – that’s another
resistance front which Katherine admires, even as it opens space for her to be with Jarek.
As she was that summer. And in her bakery just last week.
The bakery is close by, and Katherine turns into Mostecká, half hoping to find him at
their corner table. But the corner is empty, and she settles herself with a hot coffee, alone.
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EXCERPT CONTINUED
Jarek’s feelings for her were palpable that day at this table. But he did not invite her
to act out a ‘Latin secret’ then or later.
She contemplates her hands encircling the cup. The hands that Jarek kisses. That
play duets with Saša.
If Jarek were free, would you go with him? Forget Saša?
No. No, I wouldn’t do that.
‘You’re very fond of Jarek, aren’t you.’ Beneath the shield, the hurt.
Saša rarely goes to parties, but he wanted to go to this one with me. And I barely
spent time with him.
‘I’m very fond of you too, Saša.’ It’s true, and it reassured him. He trusts her, this
gifted cellist who is sometimes so aloof. They have their own special complicity. That first
swirling duet that quieted into stillness and moved them both. Those that have followed.
His earnestness, his sensitivity to music, the way he speaks of his parents, all touch her
deeply. If only he were not so distant sometimes…
Katherine catches her fingers brushing arpeggios absently on the tabletop.
What am I going to do?
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Sample Interview
Questions

01

What is your novel about?

02

Is the main character a reflection of you yourself?

03

What was it like living in a Communist country?

04

What particularly interested you about Czech culture and history?
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How did you research the story?

06

Your favourite authors or books?

07

What influences your writing?

08

What are your interests other than reading and writing?

09

Why do you write?

10

When did you first decide that you wanted to be a writer?
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Main
Characters

Katherine Simone Angelis – single POV: Katherine is good-hearted, sensitive, empathetic
and a bit naïve. Her parents have taught her to be well-mannered and considerate of
others, and she has a strong sense of fair play. She is very attached to her family, but,
she can be willful and even rebellious. She is also curious, a bit of a go-getter and very
energetic, with personal and political courage. She is a highly talented pianist who comes
from a family of musicians, professional and amateur. She and her violinist sister were
both child prodigies but were raised to be humble about their gifts. When the story opens,
Katherine has nearly completed her musical education, but is unsure about becoming a
concert artist. She has a deep interest in the Czech culture that her parents and paternal
grandparents passed down to her, and is something of a “carrier” of the consciousness
and suffering of the Czech people.
Jaromír (Jarek) Macháček – Jarek is a restoration architect who deeply loves Prague and
chose to stay there when his sister emigrated to New York in 1969 following the Warsaw
Pact invasion. He is not a dissident, but is involved in more covert political resistance. He
is a member of an organization which promoted rock music when it was outlawed, then
punk, and finally published censored literature through a loophole in the law. He has been
interrogated and denied travel permits for years. He is open-hearted and generous with
a well-developed sense of humour. Unlike his friend Saša, he is neither possessive nor
competitive.
Alexandr (Saša) Erben – Saša is a cello virtuoso and Jarek’s childhood friend. He is tall
and has penetrating blue-grey eyes which often make people uncomfortable. He is serious,
can be stiff and condescending, something of a loner. Beneath this shell, though, he has
a hidden warmth and is thoughtful and compassionate. He is a dedicated musician who
is allowed to perform abroad as a member of a string quartet. He believes in Katherine’s
musical gifts and urges her to continue to develop them. He introduces her to a teacher
who, it turns out, studied with her grandmother decades earlier, and takes active measures
to connect her with this teacher so that she can continue piano study.
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CHARACTERS CONTINUED
Šárka Kralová – Šárka is a striking beauty, volatile, sensual, sexy, who is outspoken,
sometimes to the point of rudeness. She is a television and stage actress and is active
in small theatres which stage subversive plays with covert criticisms of the Communist
regime. She is a mentor to university students (a couple of them in theatre) who are
engaged in cultural and political resistance at their schools (newspapers that print political
critiques and censured material, eg.)
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Target
Audience

READERS OF LITERARY WOMEN’S FICTION

Readers of historical fiction, with political undertones, will be swept away by this
powerful narrative from Janet Savin as she recounts the life and experiences of
Katherine Simone Angelis as she navigates family obligations and the call to revolution.
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Connect with
Janet Savin
via email
js@janetsavin.com

or online at
Website - Facebook - Twitter
Instagram - Goodreads
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Downloadable
Cover Image

Contact the author at js@janetsavin.com to request a copy of their cover image for usage in
articles and other various media coverage.
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